Spring is here, and although the weather hasn't been kind, the fish are starting to wake up, the team have been busy
as usual out on the bank and planning new adventures for the year ahead, and there’s been a few great catches too!
Why not check out our Facebook chat page, ask the team some stuff on rigs or tactics, ask about the baits, venues or
whatever you want to talk about! Feel free to join in!

TEAM BEECHWOOD NEWS
TIP OF THE MONTH

“Getting ready for the munters”
Check out Barry’s latest you tube video all about his pellet waggler
summer carp fishing set up from rod-reel-line to terminal tackle
and floats, click here to view.
Why not subscribe to his youtube channel, and keep up to date
with all his progress, pick up some hints and tips and have a laugh
along the way. Check his channel out here

The fish are starting to
move a lot more now
spring is in the air, and
carefully watching the
water now can really
help you pick up a lot of
clues!

Neil Thomas, Team manager
2017, New Water, New Campaign.
The last 6 months have been some of the most trying I've ever had due to one thing and
another and due to that my fishing had taken a back seat.

A sneak peek at what's coming soon….
Feed + X
Yet another fantastic bait not to be
missed!!!!!

BEECHWOOD NEWS
This years NAS Line up is looking
good, come and see us on the 1st &
2nd April, for a good natter on all
things bait and some great deals to
be had !

Well 2017, I've decided enough was enough and I've started looking around for places
to fish which had target fish I was after, close enough to home and where I could bring
the kids along as they love coming fishing and building dens.
I started looking around at syndicate waters but living in Warrington there isn't much
around without travelling. I started looking at club waters and after a bit of digging
I've found my water. It's about 5 acres in size with some good fish in.
sorry that's all I'm going to say at the moment .. watch this space Neil
Gav and Adam took to the river bank in hope of
some nice Barbel, after a long day the pair
were almost on pack up time. However, just at
the finish they both managed to net not only
two stunning fish but two new PB’s—9lb 8oz &
10lb 12oz. A day to remember!
Team member Jonathon Wells had a
Successful trip to Drayton. 8 fish and
a new pb of 20lb 9! Caught on
Mussleberry Reds with a PNBA plug,
Trigonella wafters and the biggest
on a Tangz Plug as a pop up.
Our dedicated match team have been out on all waters throughout February with fantastic results as always. Brian & Stewart
had a great day at Lloyds meadow and Gawsworth Hall fisheries,
recently. The team have also taken on a local venue Sephton
Farm fisheries, which they are looking forward to fishing through
Summer, and Barry has found a new target venue— Ince Blundel
Fishery.

We’d love to hear your thoughts
on our product and service,
please visit our feedback form
and let us know!
CHECK OUT OUR RECENT BLOGS

Team member Harry
O’Neill (above) with this
immaculate common
which was caught with
Excelsor. Top Angling
Harry!

Team member Steven Schofield 'enjoyed' some challenging weather conditions over on Millbrook Fisheries, where the hospitality was a lot warmer
than the cold blustery wind! Taking two mirrors at 17lb and 19lb 6oz, on a
combination of his custom bait from us and Trigonella, both with Adjusta
Plugs in his hook baits.

A return to form for me a Gawsworth

Barbel on the Trent

The team take on Sephton Farm
Fisheries
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